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•ctton
hroughour the United States,
mysteries draw more readers than
almost any other type of fiction
except romance. Despite our
reputation for quirkiness, New
Mexico follows the trend.

Bookstores here do a thriving business in who-
done-its, and buyers love books set in New Mexico
by New Mexico authors.

In the University of New Mexico Press catalog,
in addition to academic books, you'll find 31
mysteries - titles by Pari Noskin Taichert, Judith
Van Gieson, Walter Sarterthwait, Jake Page,
Richard E. Peck and Richard Benke. UNM even
publishes mysteries byRudolfo Anaya, best known
for the literary novel Bless Me Ultima. The state
has honored its best-known mystery writers, Tony
Hillerman and Michael McGarrity, with the
Governor's Award for Excellencein the Arts.
Southwest Wtiters, one of the region's oldest

associations for authors, has a special category for
mysteries in its annual contest. Wordharvest
Writers Workshops feature classes to help mystery writers hone their
craft. The University of New Mexico includes mysteries in its Taos
Summer Writers Conference. New Mexico is also home to the Tony
Hillerman Writers Conference: Focus on Mystery and a national
mystery short story contest.
Why all the interest?
Start with the landscape, author Van Gieson said. The average

person beholds a gorgeous New Mexico vista and thinks "wow."
A mystery writer looks at the buries, mesas, mountains and arroyos
and begins to plan how to hide a body or confuse a sleuth in
hot pursuit. Open ended and expansive, the landscape allows the
imagination to play.
'"Because it's not as well known as some places in the country, New

Mexico makes readers curious, '"she said. "People are interested in the

location. Mysteries are a great way to have fun and
learn something at the same time. "
An Albuquerque writer with two series and 13

published books to her credit, Van Gieson didn't set
out to write about New Mexico. "I thought I
would be lucky just to finish North of the Border
(her first book). I never expected to spend 20 years
writing about this state."
"Tony (Hillerman) paved the way for the rest

of us," Van Gieson said. "All of us owe him
our gratitude."
Hillerman, who lives in Albuquerque, published

his first novel, The Blessingway, in 1970. It was the
first mystery to take readers to New Mexico's
exotic high desert landscape and the Navajo
reservation. The 18 mysteries which followed
put this state on the literary map. Many became
national best seUers and several were made into
movies filmed here.
Hillerman said one of New Mexico's biggest

attractions for him is its Navajo, Zuni and Pueblo
heritage. His novels, which have sold millions of

copies in more than a dozen languagesallover the world, teach readers
about Native culture becausethese beliefsare germane to the plot. ]
"Before Blessingway, I started a couple of other novels, wrote a

chapter or two, put them on the shelf," Hillerman said. "But it was
different with Blessingway because as I was writing I had a chance to
describe this beautiful and unique landscape and interesting people."
New Mexico inspires writers because its history is full of mysteries.

For example, he said, there's the legendary story of a settler returning
to Mexico with an abundance of gold. "He's about to be waylaid by
Apaches so he hides the gold in a mountain cave on what is now the
government's White Sands Proving Ground. People are still sneaking
in, trying to find it."
Santa Fe writer McGarrity, the author of the popular KevinKearney

series, believes that New Mexico is "absolutely" a fine place for
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writers, and they have mined the state's deep veins
of landscape, culture and history for hundteds
of yeats.
"Look at the rich trove of myths and legends,

the stories of real people and events from the past,
all intermixed in this great, multicultural stew.
When we talk about cultures, in addition to
the ones you think of first, there are Europeans,
the Lehanese and other people from the Middle
East, escapees from the East Coast, immigrants
from Central America and Mexico. Great,
interesting characters. "
"New Mexico is a young state, less than 100

years old. We ha ve a history of the Wild West.
People here tend to settle the score themselves,
privately. It's a third-world qualiry that comes from
rugged individualism and freewheeling violence."

If you don't think New Mexicans by nature ate
contentious, McGarrity said, just look at letters to
the editor in any newspaper.
On top of all that comes the state's startling,

stark, majestic landscape, "a setting with rich
textures, land you can paint the page with - high desert, rugged peaks,
remote areas. Put that in the stew, too."
Eva Borins, co-owner of Santa Fe's Garcia Street Books, noted that

New Mexico mysteries are popular among tourists and residents.
"Visitors look for them and regular customers ask when is the next

Hillerman coming out. Or they know McGarriry usually does a book
a year. If it's not here on the dot, they get crazy."
Borins also attributed some of New Mexico's attraction to its

Cultural diversity. "Our woo-woo element, the spiritual travelers,
makes it interesting," she said.
Nationally known mystery writers Jonathan and Faye Kellerman

purchased a home in Santa Fe and set a story there. Former New
Mexico resident Stuart Woods used Santa Fe as the setting for Santa Fe
Rules and his new novel Short Straw due out in October, Pari Noskin
Taichen's books take th~readers to pt'acesmost might not visit on their
Own,destinations such as Clovis and Belen.
Among New Mexico's rising stars, Borins said, is Virginia Swift

of Albuquerque, author of Hello Stranger and other Mustang
SaUymysteries.
Swift, who teaches at the University of New Mexico, set her series in

Wyo~ing and is drafting a new comic mystery series set. in New
MeXICO."It'U feature a crazy family, a mix up of Hispanics, Jews,
Yankees, all related," she said.
"I think the West in general is a great place to write and set

mystenes. Weird stuff keeps on happening. And workmg at the
Umversity, you're always figuring out who you'll kill on paper." .
" SWLft said she enjoys the camaraderie among New Mexico wnrers.
Evetyone has been wonderful to me and I'm happy to help out when
I· ' .'can. Michael McGarriry was a mentor when [ was first srarnng.
And all of us have benefited from Tony Hillerman creanng a great
community for us."
Luther Wilson, publisher at UNM Press, noted that most college

presses don't publish much fiction and none he knows of have as many
mysteries. "New Mexico has a long-standing tradition of fine fieri on.
EveryOther person I run into is writing a novel .... New Mexi.co ~as
some advantages over other states for writers. We have Fascinanng
typography if you like to write descriptions of landscape and weather
.... And Weseem to have more murders per capita, people shoonng each
Other with wild abandon and also some weirdo murders. Mystery
Writerslove that. " ,
Mystery authors are abundant at New Mexico Book Co-Op.

Best-selling books at the Co-Op's store in
Albuquerque's Cottonwood Mall in 2005 included
several mysteries: Don Bullis' BLoodviLle, Judith
Van Giesen's Land of Burning Heat and a compila-
tion of stories, Mysteries and Miracles of New
Mexico by Jeff Radford. Mysteries outsold cook-
books, the No. 1 seller the year before.
Co-Op founder Paul Rhetts speculated that so

many mystery writers call New Mexico home
because it is an inspiring place to live.
"There are lots of little stories around us that

turn on the switch. We ha ve a long storytelling
tradition in the Native American, Hispanic and
cowboy culture. New Mexico's attraction has to do
with the way stories are intertwined with culture.
And mystery provides the hook that keeps us
enthralled in so many stories."
Dorothy Massey, owner of Santa Fe's Collected

Works bookstore, offers a special section on New
Mexico mysteries on the store's website featuring
Hillerman, McGarrity and Van Gieson. She also
recommends Jake Page and Walter Satterthwait to

readers looking for New Mexico settings. Mysteries by James D. Doss
and thrillers by Sarah Lovett and David Morrell also are popular.
"I also like Pamela Christie, a new writer. She's articulate and

wonderful. She sells tremendously well," said Massey. Christie's The
Kin~'s Lizard, a TaLeof Murder and Deception in OLd Santa Fe is set in
1St cenrury Santa Fe.
Christie said, "In terms of a place to become famous, New Mexico is

not really it. But in terms of a place to write a mystery, yeah, New
Mexico is great. It's amazing how many people put things together on
their own here and get them out in the world that way. New Mexico
has pockets of creative, capable people making exciting things happen.
"You bump into unexpected things all the rime here. Just recently

[ was helping a friend and found bones in a dank basement. The chapel
of San Miguel (Santa Fe's oldest church) had a lot of people killed in it.
I walk by and get goose bumps. If you can't write a story about that,
you better not be in the business." •

- After 20 years as a journalist, Anne HiLLerman [ounded WORD-
HARVEST (with former bookstore owner Jean Schaumberg) to offer
writing classes using New Mexico authors as teachers. She is the author
of Children's Guide to Santa Fe (Sunstone Press), and three other books
and lives in Santa Fe.
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